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We don’t to like using the same noun twice in a sentence twice. Instead, we replace it with a pronoun.  

For instance:       Jake was red so Jake stopped to take a rest.  Versus  Jake was red so he stopped to take a rest. 

Complete the sentences below with an appropriate pronoun: 

1. Joe was hungry so ___________ made himself a sandwich. 

2. Niki was red so _____________ went to bed. 

3. Jay ran so quickly that _____________ won the race. 

4. Lily was tying her shoelace on her shoe but ___________ shoelace broke. 

5. Pete sang so loudly that ________________ hurt his throat. 

6. Butch’s car was dirty so _________________ took it to the car wash. 

7. Jen felt sick so _______________ went to the doctor. 

8. Ben was annoyed with his brother so _______________went to his room. 

9. Dana doesn’t like pizza so ___________________didn’t eat her lunch. 

10. Cal went fishing but ___________________ didn’t catch any fish. 

11. Jordan lost his dog Dexter so __________________ went looking for  _______. 

12. Jess chipped his tooth so _______________ went to the den st. 

Name:_____________________________________________ 
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We don’t to like using the same noun twice in a sentence twice. Instead, we replace it with a pronoun.  
For instance:       Jake was tired so Jake stopped to take a rest.  Versus  Jake was tired so he stopped to take a rest. 
Complete the sentences below with an appropriate pronoun: 

1. Joe was hungry so  he made himself a sandwich. 

2. Niki was red so she went to bed. 

3. Jay ran so quickly that he won the race. 

4. Lily was tying her shoelace on her shoe but  she shoelace broke. 

5. Pete sang so loudly that  he hurt his throat. 

6. Butch’s car was dirty so  he took it to the car wash. 

7. Jen felt sick so she went to the doctor. 

8. Ben was annoyed with his brother so  he went to his room. 

9. Dana doesn’t like pizza so  she didn’t eat her lunch. 

10. Cal went fishing but he didn’t catch any fish. 

11. Jordan lost his dog Dexter so he went looking for  him. 

12. Jess chipped his tooth so he went to the den st. 

Name:_____________________________________________ 

Pronouns Instead of Nouns 


